
Overview

Types of Validations

Our web-based validation system powered by the FLASH platform provides operators 
and asset owners an intelligent way to validate parking from any connected device 

Electronic Validations 
Are unique in that customers do not have to take any action for the validation 
to be processed; the validator simplyaccesses their FLASH portal to perform the 
validation. The validator manually enters the customer’s ticket number, sets the 
validation price, and then confirms the validation. The new, validated rate will 
then be automatically applied to the customer’s ticket.

Printed Validations 
Printed Validations are a straightforward way for parking operators to serve 
visitors of the variety of different businesses it’s garage or lot serves. With no 
need for special paper, individual and bulk barcode validations can be printed 
out on Avery labels. Parkers can apply the validation label to the back of their 
ticket that can be scanned at an exit or pay-on-foot kiosk after scanning the 
original ticket. The validated amount will immediately be deducted from the 
user’s balance.

Validating by Text 
Is a convenient option for users as it eliminates then eed for customers to keep 
track of printed validations and doesn’t require validators to log into the portal 
each time. Validators’ phone numbers first need to be added to the Admin 
Portal in order to gain validation capabilities. Pre-approved validators can send 
a customer’s ticket number to a specific phone number associated with the 
location.The validator will then receive confirmation that the customer ticket has 
been validated.

Are You Ready For The Future?
Go to FlashParking.com/products to learn about how our suite of technology can power the evolution of your 

asset into a networked mobility hub.

Flexible and Easy-to-Use 
Validation Platform is the 
Smart Way to Validate

Validators and Managing 
User Rights

Flexible to Meet Your 
Unique Venue Needs

FLASH’s validation system allows you to 
offer different validations for different 
validators. The operator uses a unique user 
name/password to access the revenue 
control system to create validations and 
manage user rights for each validator.

Our exceptionally flexible validation 
system can provide multiple scenarios for 
validations. It can calculate the remaining 
balance if the parker exceeds the validated 
time and request payment, therefore 
allowing you to capture additional revenue.

http://FlashParking.com/products

